The word *jigsaw* is made up of two words put together (jig + saw). Can you pair up these *jigsaw* pieces to make other *compound words*?

*Remember:* A *compound word* is a word made up of two other words.

Write the *compound words* here.
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The word **jigsaw** is made up of two words put together (jig + saw). Can you pair up these **jigsaw** pieces to make other **compound words**?

**Remember**: A **compound word** is a word made up of two other words.

Write the **compound words** here.

- **snowball**
- **airport**, **shoelace**, **suitcase**, **eyelash**, **wheelbarrow**, **overtake**.
- **postcard**
- **street**
- **suitcase**
- **airplane**
- **shoelace**
- **suitcase**
- **airplane**
- **shoelace**
- **suitcase**
- **airplane**
- **shoelace**
- **suitcase**
- **airplane**

Check that your child has paired up the correct words. Use this opportunity to look carefully at your child’s handwriting. If appropriate, point out any areas that need further practice.